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About This Game

Wayward Manor invites you to jump into the afterlife of a disgruntled ghost, trying to reclaim his house from its newfound
owners. Set in the 1920s, this puzzle/adventure game transports players to an era of dark screwball comedy where they must
unlock the secrets of a twisted mansion. Players will discover the quirks of Wayward Manor’s unwelcome guests and choose

how to prey on their darkest fears.

Story
The Budds, a dysfunctional family of misfits and eccentrics, have brought their own abysmal possessions into your humble

abode and stifled your power. Each level is a playground for scares where players earn fear to take back control of the room. If
you want free reign over your mansion once again, you must drive the Budds mad with fear using only your imagination and

their hideous belongings.

History
What started as a Lego prototype that The Odd Gentlemen and Neil Gaiman played together one afternoon, soon became a

unique collaboration to tell a story through a nonlinear puzzle/adventure game hybrid, where the player learns about the
characters and world through their observations and discovery. First launched on the website WhoHauntsNeil.com, Wayward

Manor has been slowly unveiling its story and world to a whole new audience. Wayward Manor is Neil Gaiman’s first foray into
video games.

Features
● Discover 9 quirky inhabitants each with their own desires, fears, and anxieties.

● Possess ghastly furnishings to manipulate the Budds into dire consequences.
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● Level up as you absorb fear to take control of each room
● Pleasantly dark tone reminiscent of old Hollywood whodunit mysteries.

● Five floors, each filled with new items to posses and new ways to terrify.
● Find secret scares and multiple solutions to every puzzle

● Musically themed characters each represented by their own instrument.
● A story crafted and narrated by Neil Gaiman

● Featuring art from the Eisner award winning artist Chuck BB
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Title: Wayward Manor
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Moonshark, Inc.
Publisher:
Moonshark, Inc.
Release Date: 15 Jul, 2014
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If you buy this game, you can unlock QP Dangerous in 100% Orange Juice which is pretty worth. Game itself is okay I guess,
good pudding jokes. Bladenet is a fun multiplayer game of hide and seek... with murder!

There are lots of funny moments to be had when playing with friends, especially when you're hunting someone and they have
not yet realised!

The map is immersive and gritty. The place feels like a real cyberpunk world, with plenty of places to hide and discover.

Overall, the game is fun, and even better with friends.. i havent played this game that much yet but i cant tell its a pretty solid
game for this cheap and i know i will be playing this in the future too it has nice levels and nice cobat. 41p in sale .

 good little game for when i am to drunk for arma. As of May 7th 2015 it's still very-much in beta mode, issues with Wacom
tablet sensitivity, setting canvas size and the documentation is far from complete (a lot of missing and wip pages). No practical
brushes are included, I guess it's up to the user to make them. Brush generation is less extensive than it was made out to be.
Interesting but I can't recommend it in it's current state. Download Krita instead.. Personal Rating: Not my preferred genre,
bought on discount.
Classic Rating: \u2605\u2605\u2605\u2606\u2606

A game which resembles the famous "Angry Birds", with a nice setting - spaaaaaaace! - and characters - badgers.
I've almost reached the end and i've collected all the "Energy Cores" so far (Stage 4 - Level 80 or something), so the game is not
too difficult even if some levels require a millimetric precision to complete them.
There's not much else to say about Gravity Badgers, can be fun and undemanding but don't expect too much from it.. mightve
liked the game if they had singleplayer, multiplayer is broke nobody to play with, id give a hard pass on this if you want a good
game, also its pay to win and they expect you to buy money. Cute, fun and cheap. I can't find any reason not to try it.
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Darkness Assault is a third person POV zombie suspense induced game that follows a straight and bland path through it's plain
and bad "story" that fails to capture any sort of interest to me. The boring and uninteresting story is only the smallest of
problems as this game also features a horrible lighting that has no option to change in the settings, a boring and drawn out maze
of a map that feels like a punishment to play in, horrible sound edits that miss their eerie mark, countless useless items
(especially the gun), horrible hit registration from the infected AI to the player, god awful and delayed controlled actions, a
horrible respawn system, and a horribly made animation through the sections you pass. It's honestly a crime to even consider
selling this game for money instead of free. Purchasing it made me feel like I was only punishing myself. I had only bought it
for twenty cents but it still felt like I paid too much. Even writing the review felt more engaging and fun then the actual game.
0.3/10

TL;DR: Buying this game is an absolute waste of time and money and you'd have more fun watching paint dry.. This game is a
really sweet experience. Don't purchase expecting to matchmake against others online as it is generally hard to find a game. I do
highly recommend getting some friends together and giving the game a shot!. I enjoyed this gay experience.. That moment when
you realize that your ears can have a boner. Fun if not terribly original or complex tower defense - but don't we play TD because
we know exactly what we are getting?
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